We propose using ETF returns as proxies for tradable risk factors in hedge fund performance evaluation, identifying contemporaneously relevant risk factors from the entire universe of ETFs. Our model provides more informative estimates of alpha and beta coefficients for predicting hedge fund out-of-sample performance compared with other widely used hedge fund factor models. Portfolios of top alpha hedge funds selected by our model generate statistically significant out-of-sample performance that is substantially higher compared with portfolios selected by other models. In addition, our beta-weighted clone portfolios exhibit substantially higher out-of-sample correlations with underlying hedge funds than clone portfolios formed using alternative models.
Introduction
With total assets under management approaching an estimated $3 trillion, 1 hedge funds are important players in the global financial markets. Absent any restrictions on trading strategies, hedge funds epitomize the best in active investment. They are well known for their flexibility in implementing a wide variety of strategies, and they portray themselves as alpha generators that deliver superior absolute performance to investors.
Despite numerous models proposed in the literature over the years, there is no universally accepted model for hedge fund performance evaluation. We propose a new approach to hedge fund performance evaluation by using ETF returns as proxies for tradable risk factors in the return attribution factor model framework. The model dynamically identifies specific risk factor exposures out of the entire universe of available ETFs, comprehensively spanning the space of potential risk factors. This approach results in more informative estimates of alpha and beta coefficients for out-of-sample performance prediction compared with other widely used hedge fund factor models.
In the absence of an equilibrium model for hedge fund returns, the proposed hedge fund performance evaluation factor models rely on the framework of return attribution 2 in introducing factors that capture risk exposures imbedded in a diverse set of alternative investments and 1 According to Hedge Fund Research, Inc., the global hedge fund capital is $2.898 trillion (July 20, 2016 press release). 2 Introduced in Brinson and Fachler (1985) , and applied in Sharpe (1992) in the context of mutual funds. option-like investment strategies. 3 Such an approach puts an emphasis on the choice of relevant risk factors that drive hedge fund returns, but there is little agreement in the literature on the appropriate set of factors. Arguably, it is impossible to even know all the possible risk factors that drive hedge fund returns, given the opacity of hedge fund investment strategies and the fact that the rapid evolution of financial markets continuously expands the space of potential investment opportunities. The complexity of hedge fund strategies and the dynamic nature of hedge fund performance challenge the reliability and sustainability of return attribution models that utilize a fixed number of factors and ignore temporal changes in opportunity sets experienced by fund managers; such models run the risk of omitting factors and picking irrelevant factors across time. Furthermore, it can be argued that actively managed portfolios of hedge fund managers reflect the dynamic information set of contemporaneous state variables in the intertemporal framework of Merton (1973) . Properly identifying and dynamically adjusting the set of risk factors to reflect the relevant information set that influences hedge fund investment strategies is therefore paramount for successful return attribution. Successful return attribution yields the improved knowledge of the contemporaneous opportunity set, the ability to evaluate the skill of hedge fund managers through alpha, and the ability to replicate factor-driven hedge fund return performance through beta-weighted clone portfolios.
In this paper, we employ ETF returns as tradable proxies for potential risk factors. In our view, any automatically executed series of returns represents a proxy for a risk factor; hence, ETFs represent proxies for the quantifiable risk factors that the market finds contemporaneously 3 See, for example, Fung and Hsieh (1997 , 2001 , Agarwal and Naik (2000, 2004) , Hasanhodzic and Lo (2007) , Kosowski, Naik, and Teo (2007) , Bollen and Whaley (2009) , Patton (2009), Jagannathan, Malakhov, and Novikov (2010) , Sadka (2010) , Titman and Tiu (2011) , Avramov, Kosowski, Naik, and Teo (2011) , Sun, Wang, and Zheng (2012) , Bali, Brown, and Caglayan (2011 , 2012 , Avramov, Barras, and Kosowski (2013) , Bollen (2013) , Bollen and Fisher (2013) , Jurek and Stafford (2013) , Patton and Ramadorai (2013) , and Agarwal, Green, and Ren (2016). attractive. 4 In other words, the set of available ETFs reflects the dynamic nature of potential risk factors that investors care about in their risk-and-return tradeoffs. 5 As low cost, liquid and transparent investment vehicles, ETFs provide access to a great variety of traditional and exotic strategies previously available only to hedge funds or institutional investors. 6 Meanwhile, the large number of available ETFs allows for complete dynamic spanning of the space of risk factors and thus delivers accurate decomposition of alpha and beta. The efficacy of our approach, compared to other widely used hedge fund factor models, is demonstrated by the successful prediction of the out-of-sample performance of portfolios formed on the basis of the model alpha and beta coefficient estimates.
We utilize the Duanmu, Li, and Malakhov (2014) (DLM thereafter) factor selection methodology by selecting appropriate ETF risk factors with cluster analysis and the LAR LASSO regression technique, 7 while simultaneously estimating the free coefficient, alpha (DLM alpha hereafter). 8 We estimate historical DLM alpha for individual hedge funds on a rolling 24-month basis, and conduct out-of-sample portfolio tests based on the ranking of each fund's historical DLM alpha. We consider annual rebalancing, thus incorporating active factor choices by hedge fund managers, and hence capturing the dynamic nature of factors that could be driving hedge fund performance. We focus on the out-of-sample testing of performance persistence, demonstrating the efficacy of the DLM model in delivering tangible benefits to investors. 4 Evidenced by the capital invested in trading strategies represented by ETFs. 5 Alternatively, ETFs could be viewed as proxies for unobserved contemporaneous values of state variables that are correlated with returns on active investment strategies employed by hedge funds. 6 As an example of available ETF strategies, consider ALPS U.S. Equity High Volatility Put Write Index Fund (ticker HVPW) that tracks NYSE Arca U.S. Equity High Volatility Put Write Index with an annual expense ratio of 0.95 percent. The ETF benchmark tracks the performance of options sold on a basket of 20 stocks chosen from the largest-capitalized equities that have the highest volatility, as determined by NYSE Arca Inc.
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See Tibshirani (1996) and Efron, Hastie, Johnstone, and Tibshirani (2004) for descriptions of LASSO and LAR methodologies. 8 While the original Duanmu, Li, and Malakhov (2014) methodology does not include alpha, our alpha calculation in this paper is derived from the DLM methodology with the additional consideration of a free coefficient. Hence we refer to it as "DLM alpha". First, we find strong evidence that the DLM model alpha is effective in predicting the out-ofsample performance of hedge funds. The portfolio of top DLM alpha hedge funds delivers significantly positive mean excess returns along with risk-adjusted performance including Sharpe ratios, alphas, and information ratios out-of-sample. The top decile portfolio generates an out-ofsample average monthly alpha of 0.53% across benchmark models 9 and is significant at the 1% level. The significance of alpha is also robust if we expand the number of funds in the portfolio to the top quintile. This finding suggests that the top hedge fund managers selected by the DLM model possess active management skills valuable to investors.
Second, we find that the DLM model delivers substantially higher predictive power in out-ofsample performance persistence relative to alternative models. We conduct a horse race to compare the DLM model against prevailing factor-based models, including the basic CAPM model; the Fama and French (1993) 
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The portfolio of top DLM alpha hedge funds dominates the top portfolios selected by the other models in returns, Sharpe ratios, out-of-sample alphas, and information ratios. The results imply that the DLM model provides a more precise hedge fund return attribution and identifies the active funds that deliver persistent out-of-sample performance. Unlike the other hedge fund factor models, the DLM model identifies contemporaneous risk factor exposures in a parsimonious manner while successfully capturing the active component of hedge fund returns represented by alpha. 9 We calculate the out-of-sample portfolio alphas using multiple factor models to illustrate that the success of the DLM model is not an artifact of a particular model. 10 We are grateful to Vikas Agarwal for generously providing the factor data. We also thank Kenneth French and David Hsieh for making their data available online.
We further show that the DLM model captures relevant information unrecovered by other models, while simultaneously capturing most of the other models' informative content. We do so by considering "mutually exclusive" portfolios that isolate the top alpha funds unique to each model. Excluding the funds from the top DLM alpha portfolio that are also present in alternative model portfolios, we find that the remaining top DLM alpha funds deliver superior and significant out-of-sample performance. In contrast, the out-of-sample performance of alternative model portfolios is weaker and loses significance after excluding the funds from those portfolios that are also present in the top DLM alpha portfolio. The results suggest that the DLM model incorporates most of the informative content of the other models and also captures relevant information unrecovered by other models.
Finally, we demonstrate the ability of the DLM model to accurately attribute hedge fund returns to underlying factor exposures relative to alternative models. We form beta-weighted factor clone portfolios, attempting to replicate the factor-driven component of hedge fund returns.
We expect to see successful return attribution through high out-of-sample correlations of hedge fund returns with their beta-weighted factor clones. Consistent with our hypothesis, we find that the DLM beta-weighted factor clone portfolios display substantially higher out-of-sample correlations with underlying hedge funds compared with portfolios constructed from other models.
Related Literature
There have been numerous attempts in the literature at hedge fund performance evaluation, but no universally accepted model or approach has emerged. Virtually all proposed approaches, either explicitly or implicitly, rely on the framework of return attribution, as there is no equilibrium model for hedge fund returns. Introduced in Brinson and Fachler (1985) , and applied for mutual funds return attribution in Sharpe (1992) , return attribution relies on introducing benchmark factors that share risk-and-return profiles with portfolios to be evaluated. Given the complexity of hedge fund investment strategies, identifying the appropriate set of benchmark risk factors is not an easy task. Over the years, a number of factors models and specific factors that reflect risk-and-return profiles of hedge fund investment strategies have been introduced.
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The number of factors that could be relevant to attributing at least some aspect of potential hedge fund risk-and-return profiles is so large that it is impossible to include all of them in a single model without overspecification, and many approaches rely on statistical selection techniques for successful return attribution.
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However, most of the mentioned models are either static or only consider a fixed number of potential risk factors.
The dynamic nature of factor exposures in managed portfolios was first explored in Ferson and Schadt (1996) in the context of mutual funds. Ferson and Schadt (1996) capture time variation in mutual fund factor exposures by conditioning on public information variables, following the conceptual framework of Merton (1973) .
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Building on Ferson and Schadt (1996) , Patton and Ramadorai (2013) investigate high-frequency dynamic factor exposures in hedge funds and condition on monthly and daily public information variables. Patton and Ramadorai (2013) Hsieh (2001, 2004) , Agarwal and Naik (2004) , and Jurek and Stafford (2013) introduce trend following and option based factors, Sadka (2010) introduces the liquidity factor, Bollen and Fisher (2013) rely on futures based factors, Bali, Brown, and Caglayan (2014) introduce the macroeconomic uncertainty risk factor, and Agarwal, Arisoy, and Naik (2016) introduce the volatility of aggregate volatility factor. dynamic nature of hedge fund factor exposures with the optimal changepoint regression technique. Vrontos (2008, 2014) is distinct from the previous literature in two aspects. First, we go beyond a fixed set of risk factors and comprehensively span the universe of investment opportunities with all contemporaneously available ETFs. As the space of hedge fund investment opportunities expands due to the evolution of financial markets, it is unlikely that any fixed set of public variables would be able to comprehensively capture contemporaneous information sets that hedge fund managers face. Utilizing the entire (and continuously expanding) set of available ETFs, we comprehensively capture the risk factors that the market finds contemporaneously attractive.
Second, we dynamically use cluster analysis and LAR LASSO regression to parsimoniously select the specific factors relevant for each individual hedge fund at any given time. While our approach lacks the high-frequency dynamics of correlations with predetermined public information variables, it has the advantage of flexibility in selecting factors from the expanding and most contemporaneously relevant set of ETFs. In other words, our approach involves conditioning on information through the dynamic selection of contemporaneously relevant risk factors. The out-of-sample tests confirm the efficacy of this approach in return attribution, and assure that the results are not driven by data mining. 14 See, for example, Aragon (2002), Fung, Xu, and Yau (2002) , Chen (2007) , Chen and Liang (2007) , Cao, Chen, Liang, and Lo (2013) , and Duanmu, Malakhov, and McCumber (2016) . 15 Denoted as DLM throughout the paper.
Comparison with the widely used factor models, 16 shows that the DLM model provides superior in-sample matching quality over 24-month rolling windows. The adjusted R-square of the DLM model is higher than the adjusted R-square of all other models but one. Meanwhile, the mean monthly in-sample alpha of the DLM model is consistently lower than the in-sample alphas of other models. The results suggest that the alpha estimated by alternative models could be partially attributed to risk factor exposures revealed by the DLM model. The more precisely estimated alpha by the DLM model results in substantially better out-of-sample performance of the top DLM alpha portfolio relative to portfolios selected by other models. The more precisely estimated factor risk exposures by the DLM model result in substantially higher out-of-sample correlations between the beta-weighted mimicking factor portfolios and underlying hedge funds relative to hedge fund clone portfolios formed using alternative models.
Data
We obtain hedge fund data from Bloomberg In order to minimize the survivorship bias, we include live as well as defunct hedge funds that 16 We test our approach against CAPM, Fama and French (1993) , Carhart (1997) , Agarwal and Naik (2004) , Hsieh (2004), and Agarwal, Green, and Ren (2016) models. 17 Bloomberg is the most common platform used by both hedge funds, who utilize news, analysis, research, and trading tools, and accredited investors, who use Bloomberg data to research hedge funds, private equity firms, and other alternative investment vehicles. Bloomberg aggregates data on live and dead funds inclusive of fund and parent company descriptions, manager and contact information, total assets under management, fees, past performance, and management style. 18 We do not include funds of hedge funds in our sample.
were acquired, liquidated, or simply ceased to report during our sample period. We mitigate the backfill bias by eliminating the first 24 months of reported returns for each individual fund.
19 Table 1 provides summary statistics of all hedge funds in our sample. Panel A reports that the typical hedge fund has a median management fee of 1.5%, a 20% incentive fee, a $250,000 minimum initial investment, and a 30 day redemption period. Live funds exhibit higher median monthly excess returns, larger assets under management, and greater longevity compared with defunct funds. Panel B shows that 79% of funds have a high water mark provision, 4% of funds impose hurdle rates, and 40% of funds are non-U.S. domiciled. Panel C shows that the most common declared style is long-short equity, which accounts for 26% of all funds.
We utilize the ETF data from Morningstar over the period [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] Duanmu, Li and Malakhov (2014) , we require at least two years of monthly ETF returns for our analysis, reducing the number of ETFs to 786 that are used in our LAR LASSO matching regressions. As shown in Figure 1 , the number of ETFs has grown considerably over the sample period, which expands the space of investment opportunity set, provides broad coverage of risk factors available to hedge fund managers, and entails precise performance evaluation of hedge fund returns.
19
The 24-month backfill correction is in line with results in Jagannathan, Malakhov, and Novikov (2010) and Titman and Tiu (2011) suggesting dropping the first 25 and 27 months of returns. See Ackerman, McEnally, and Ravenscraft. (1999) and Fung and Hsieh (2000) for the backfill bias description.
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Benchmark indexes that retained ETFs track may not be publicly available. Some funds track in-house indexes.
Methodology

The DLM Estimation of Alpha
We conduct performance attribution by augmenting the methodology developed in Duanmu, Li, and Malakhov (2014) . The methodology employs ETFs as tradable proxies for risk factors.
First, we perform cluster analysis to reduce the potential multicollinearity among the comprehensive set of ETFs. We calculate each ETFs distance from the center of its cluster using the Strategy Distinctiveness Index (SDI) measure from Sun, Wang, and Zheng (2012) . This distance measure for ETF i is calculated as one minus the correlation of the ETF's return with the mean return of all ETFs from the same cluster I, i.e. 
The lower the SDI, the closer the ETF is to the center of its cluster. We select the ETF with the lowest SDI as a proxy for all the ETFs in that cluster, and we include this ETF as a potential risk factor in the regression analysis. This approach mitigates multicollinearity while allowing for efficient spanning of the space of potential risk factors.
Second, we use LASSO (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) regression with LAR (least angle regression) modification 21 to identify the risk factors that drive individual hedge fund performance. Introduced by Tibshirani (1996) , LASSO is a regression technique that performs both regularization and variable selection to improve the prediction accuracy. For a given parameter t, LASSO regression identifies an optimal set of factors with non-zero coefficients such that 21 See Hoerl and Kennard (1970), Tibshirani (1996) , and Efron, Hastie, Johnstone, and Tibshirani (2004) for descriptions of RIDGE, LASSO, and LAR methodologies. 
where r is the vector of hedge fund monthly returns in our research and X is the vector of ETF monthly returns.
Given the set of factors, LASSO regression determines the appropriate factors to be selected through an optimization approach. In this constrained form of ordinary least squares regression, the sum of absolute values of the beta coefficients is estimated and constrained to be smaller than a specific fixed value, t. For a given value of t, some of the beta coefficients would be set to zero if the corresponding factors reveal little or no information about the dependent variable. This approach "shrinks" the set of regression factors until the beta coefficients are the solution of the optimization problem, resulting in efficient and parsimonious factor selection. The parameter t controls the amount of "shrinkage", with lower values of t resulting in fewer factors being selected for the model. We calculate LASSO regression solutions across a range of t values by employing a computationally efficient least angle regression (LAR) modification of the LASSO procedure introduced in Efron, Hastie, Johnstone, and Tibshirani (2004) . The optimal factor model is then selected with the lowest value of the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). As the last step, we estimate factor loadings, β, via the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression with the factors selected by the LAR LASSO procedure. In other words, while we rely on LAR LASSO for factor selection, we use OLS estimates of the model coefficients. This approach allows for the orthogonal decomposition of factor exposures with the error term, which is important from the return attribution perspective.
Finally, while clustering does mitigate multicollinearity among ETFs in principle, we do not know the theoretically optimal number of clusters for each fund.
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We determine the optimal number of clusters for each fund empirically by iteratively running cluster analysis and LAR LASSO regression for each fund one hundred times, assuming that the ETFs available could be sorted into 1 to 100 clusters. We set the maximum number to 100 because we believe it is an efficient and sufficiently large set of investment opportunities. Consequently, each individual hedge fund has one hundred corresponding models with unique selection parameters. We choose the model with the highest adjusted R-square as the final factor model.
To capture the dynamic nature of hedge funds' investment activities, we run the LAR LASSO regression with OLS-estimated coefficients for each individual fund over 24-month windows, rolling annually over the sample period.
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We use the factor model as a dynamic benchmark to obtain estimates of alpha. The basic regression model is as follows:
i net
where ri,net is the net monthly return of fund i, and rf is the risk-free rate proxied by the monthly return of the 30-day U.S. Treasury bill. We do not restrict beta coefficients to be positive nor add up to one, because hedge funds are flexible in their investment options to take leverage and short positions.
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It is worth mentioning that the regression model is different from that in Duanmu, Li, and Malakhov (2014) in three respects. First, Duanmu, Li, and Malakhov (2014) use gross hedge fund returns on the left-hand side with the intention of fully replicating hedge fund returns before
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On the one hand, selecting too few clusters works well for resolving multicollinearity, but results in the loss of potentially informative factors. On the other hand, selecting too many clusters provides wider coverage of the factor space, while hindering the effectiveness of the LAR LASSO procedure by relatively high levels of multicollinearity. 23 We focus on annual rolling estimates because of high illiquidity of hedge fund investments from an investor perspective. Given typical lockup and redemption notice restrictions in the hedge fund industry, it is not reasonable to assume that investors would be able to rebalance their hedge fund portfolios with higher frequencies.
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For example, ter Horst, Nijman, and de Roon (2004) demonstrate that imposing unwarranted style based constraints can lead to biased risk exposure estimates.
fees. We use net hedge fund returns here, because we seek to evaluate returns from the perspective of performance attribution, and we are interested in evaluating hedge fund performance after fees. 25 Second, Duanmu, Li, and Malakhov (2014) suppress the intercept, focusing on cloning of total hedge fund returns. However, we are particularly interested in the intercept, αi, which is the DLM alpha estimate for fund i over the regression time window. Third, we estimate factor loadings, βij, via the ordinary least squares regression with the factors selected by the LAR LASSO procedure. This method allows for the orthogonal decomposition of factor exposures with the error term.
Comparison of Performance Evaluation Models
In order to investigate whether the DLM methodology quantifies the relevant risk factor exposures and produce informative alpha and beta estimates, we compare our model against prevailing factor models proposed by extent research. The models and corresponding factors include:
CAPM model: the basic single market factor (MKTRF) model. Fama and French (1993) Considering the net-of-fees hedge fund returns also enables direct comparisons of our model with the alternative hedge fund factor models that rely on the net-of-fees approach. The optimal factors are selected based on the criterion of maximum adjusted R-square. Consistent with the previously described methodology, we use 24-month window regressions to estimate alphas for these models, rolling annually. For example, equation (4) 
While Fung and Hsieh (2004) specify the seven factor model, the updated specification on David Hsieh's web site at http://faculty.fuqua.duke.edu/~dah7/HFRFData.htm includes eight factors. The regression intercept αi represents the FH8 alpha of fund i. β1, β2,…, β8 are the FH8 beta coefficients of fund i.
Out-of-Sample Testing of Performance Persistence
To highlight the effectiveness of the DLM model in providing informative estimates and offering tangible benefits to investors, we conduct our analysis of the efficacy of alpha and beta coefficients in the framework of out-of-sample performance persistence.
We demonstrate the efficacy of DLM alpha estimates by considering the out-of-sample performance of portfolios based on the rank of in-sample alphas. The portfolio approach also minimizes the out-of-sample survivorship bias because all hedge funds are considered until they disappear from the database. By sorting hedge funds on historical alpha, we form DLM alpha portfolios on January 1 st , 2005. We invest the same dollar amount into each hedge fund within a portfolio in the beginning, and track its net-of-fees performance until December 31, 2012, rebalancing it once a year based on updated in-sample regression alphas. When a hedge fund disappears from the database, we redistribute the remaining capital in the fund equally amongst surviving funds in the portfolio.
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This procedure produces a time series of 96 monthly returns for hedge fund portfolios, which is then used to evaluate long-term portfolio performance across diverse economic conditions. We calculate end-of-sample dollar values based upon a $1 initial investment, mean excess monthly returns, Sharpe ratios, and attrition rates for each time series of monthly portfolio returns from January 2005 until December 2012. Importantly, since the out-ofsample alpha is sensitive to the benchmark model used, we calculate multiple out-of-sample portfolio alphas and information ratios by regressing the time series of portfolio returns on every 30 This is somewhat conservative as it is possible that a fund simply chooses to stop reporting to the database, which is likely for well performing funds that are no longer accepting new investor flows. However, without returns data we obviously cannot keep the fund in the portfolio. model. 31 We apply the same procedure to form CAPM, FF3, Carhart4, AN6, FH8, 12-Factor, and Max R 2 portfolios and examine their out-of-sample performance respectively. This approach provides an impartial comparison of the tangible out-of-sample benefit provided by each model alpha estimates.
We demonstrate the efficacy of the DLM beta estimates relative to other models by considering the out-of-sample performance of beta-weighted hedge fund clones compared to the underlying hedge funds. For every hedge fund we construct beta-weighted clone portfolios based on factors and corresponding beta estimates from each model. The more effective selection of relevant factors along with more informative estimates of beta coefficients results in higher out-of-sample matching quality for individual funds proxied by out-of-sample correlations between the beta-weighted clones and the underlying hedge funds, and the adjusted R-squares from regressions of the beta-weighted clones on the underlying hedge funds.
Empirical Results
In-Sample Matching and Out-of-Sample Portfolio -DLM Model
As described in the previous section, our in-sample matching procedure is based on LAR LASSO regression with OLS estimates of coefficients. Table 2 for the whole sample period, which suggests that our model results in a parsimonious factor selection.
We apply the portfolio approach to analyzing the out-of-sample performance of hedge funds.
To highlight the predictive power of DLM alpha on performance persistence, we first sort hedge funds into deciles on the basis of in-sample DLM alpha. The out-of-sample performance of hedge funds in top and bottom DLM alpha deciles is presented in Table 3 Panel A. The top hedge fund portfolio delivers a portfolio end value of $2.21, a significant mean monthly return of 0.72%, and a significant Sharpe ratio of 0.29. In addition, the portfolio exhibits a low attrition rate of 7.62% relative to the attrition rate of 12.96% across all hedge funds in our sample. On the other hand, the portfolio of hedge funds in the bottom DLM alpha decile fails to provide significant risk-adjusted performance and has a much higher attrition rate of 20.70%. Although we are not able to take short positions on the hedge fund with bottom DLM alpha, the result still provides valuable information on screening unskilled hedge funds. Furthermore, we increase the number of funds in the out-of-sample portfolios by considering hedge funds in the top and bottom quintile of DLM alpha. The results in Panel B show that robust risk-adjusted performance still holds when more hedge funds are included in the portfolio.
In-Sample Matching and Out-of-Sample Portfolio -All Models
We then investigate the in-sample matching statistics of all models during the whole sample period. Table 4 shows that the average in-sample DLM alpha is significantly lower than alphas estimated by other models. On the other hand, the DLM model yields better in-sample matching as measured by higher adjusted R-square. The average in-sample DLM adjusted R-square is much higher than all other models except the Max R 2 model. The difference may suggest that a proportion of hedge fund returns, which other models consider not attributable, could be attributed to risk factors identified by the DLM model. Moreover, although DLM model explores a comprehensive set of potential risk factors, it only selects an average of 2.51 factors, which is parsimonious compared to other multifactor models. The dynamic Max R 2 model provides the highest in-sample adjusted R-square; however, its average number of factors selected and standard deviation of the number of factors are both higher than that of the DLM model.
In an out-of-sample portfolio horse race, we validate whether the DLM model delivers superior risk-adjusted performance by comparing it with the other models. As described previously, for each model we form an out-of-sample portfolio sorted on in-sample alpha, and we compare the risk-adjusted performance among different models. Tables 5 and 6 report the comparison results.
As shown in Panel A of Table 5 , the portfolio formed on the top decile of DLM alpha dominates the performance of other model portfolios in mean monthly excess return, portfolio end value, and Sharpe ratio. We consider quintile portfolios in Panel B and find consistent results. Table 6 examines the out-of-sample alpha and information ratio of each portfolio. Because out-of-sample alpha is sensitive to the benchmark model used, we calculate multiple out-ofsample portfolio alphas by regressing the time series of portfolio returns on every model. This approach allows for an impartial comparison of the tangible out-of-sample benefit provided by each model. It is worth noting that it is impossible to use the DLM model as a benchmark for evaluating alpha with a consistent set of factors for the entire time period because the universe of ETF factors changes across time. Therefore, we calculate out-of-sample portfolio alphas by using all other models except the DLM model. In Panel A, for example, the DLM column represents the out-of-sample portfolio formed on the top decile of in-sample DLM alpha. This portfolio delivers a monthly CAPM alpha of 0.58%, a monthly FH8 alpha of 0.49%, and a monthly Max where we form portfolios using quintile specification. The CAPM, FH8, 12-Factor and Max R 2 models show some predictive power of future performance but the predictive power is much weaker than that of the DLM model. Furthermore, we find that the top portfolios sorted on AN6 option-based model fail to predict out-of-sample risk-adjusted performance, while the bottom portfolios sorted on the AN6 model deliver somewhat significant mean returns, Sharpe ratios, and out-of-sample alphas. Panels C and D report out-of-sample information ratios. Not surprisingly, the DLM model still outperforms other models.
Relationship with the Other Models
In this section, we show that the DLM model captures relevant information unrecovered by other models, while capturing most of the other models' informative content. Table 7 presents performance metrics from "mutually exclusive" portfolios that isolate the top alpha funds unique to each model. For example, the column "DLM Ex CAPM" in Panel A includes hedge funds present in the top decile of the DLM alpha portfolio, but not present in top decile of the CAPM alpha portfolio, and the column "CAPM Ex DLM" includes hedge funds present in the top decile of the CAPM alpha portfolio but not present in top decile of the DLM alpha portfolio.
Interestingly, when we exclude funds from the DLM portfolio that also present in alternative factor model portfolios, we find that the remaining DLM funds deliver statistically significant out-of-sample performance including end value, mean excess returns, Sharpe ratios, out-ofsample alphas, and information ratios. The opposite, however, is not true. When we exclude funds from the alternative factor model portfolios that also present in the DLM portfolio, the predictive power remains insignificant or becomes weaker. The quintile specification in Panel B provides similar evidence. The results suggest that the DLM model exhibits superior predictive power by incorporating most of the informative content of the other models and capturing relevant information unrecovered by other models.
We further investigate the relationship among the models by summarizing correlations between the in-sample alphas of different models in Panel A of Table 8 , and correlations between the in-sample adjusted R-squares in Panel B. We find that the DLM in-sample alpha has relatively high positive correlations with CAPM, FF3, Carhart4 AN6 and FH8 alphas, and relatively low positive correlations with 12-Factor and Max R 2 alphas, which utilize more risk factors. On the other hand, the DLM in-sample R-square has a relatively high positive correlation with the FH8 R-square and a moderately positive correlation with other R-squares.
Longer-Term Persistence of Performance
We argue that the truly skillful managers should be able to deliver persistent outperformance through time. Therefore, instead of rebalancing the portfolio annually, we conduct portfolio rebalancing over two-year intervals. For example, in the scenario of two-year rebalancing for DLM model, we form DLM portfolios on January 1st, 2005, rebalancing it once every two years based on updated in-sample DLM alphas. We are particularly interested in whether the superior performance in skilled managers 32 is able to persist with respect to longer rebalancing intervals. Table 9 Panel A presents the out-of-sample performance of top decile portfolios. We show that the portfolio in the top decile of DLM alpha is able to deliver dominant risk-adjusted performance, with higher end value, Sharpe ratio, information ratio, mean monthly return and 32 We argue that the alpha from a return attribution model that successfully captures risk factor exposures could be interpreted as a proxy for managerial skill.
out-of-sample alpha compared with other models. The approach is applied to the top quintile alpha portfolios in Panel B, and the results largely remain. The finding provides evidence of persistence in the performance of funds selected on DLM alpha -either a hedge fund manager has the skill or does not. The DLM model alpha identifies the talented hedge funds that possess active investment skill and are able to provide the long-term absolute performance to investors.
Quality of Out-of-Sample Individual Beta-Weighted Matches
Finally, to directly validate the efficacy of the DLM model in selecting relevant risk factors and producing informative estimates of beta coefficients, we compare the out-of-sample performance of beta-weighted hedge fund clones with the performance of the underlying hedge funds. We construct hedge fund clones for each hedge fund as a beta-loaded portfolio of risk factors, with the beta weights and the factors determined from in-sample regressions. The out-ofsample hedge fund clone performance after the in-sample matching period is given by , ,
n i t f t j t j t f t j
Clone Return r Factor Return r
where βj,t-1 is the factor coefficient from the previous two-year in-sample regression. Table 10 presents the out-of-sample correlations between the beta-weighted clones and the underlying hedge funds for each model in Panel A, and the out-of-sample adjusted R-squares from regressions of the beta-weighted clones on the underlying hedge funds in Panel B. We find that the average out-of-sample correlation of the DLM model is the highest among all models in the sample period from 2005 to 2012. The DLM adjusted R-square is also consistently higher than that of other models across the sample period. The results indicate that the hedge fund mimicking portfolios constructed as beta-weighted factor portfolios according to our model display considerably better out-of-sample matches with underlying hedge funds compared to portfolios constructed from other models. This result is consistent with the interpretation of the higher efficacy in hedge fund return attribution of the DLM model by selecting more contemporaneously relevant risk factors and producing more informative estimates of beta coefficients relative to alternative models.
Conclusions
Properly identifying the risk factors underlying hedge fund investment strategies and dynamically adjusting the set of factors to reflect the current information set is paramount for successful return attribution in active investments vehicles. There has been a growing interest among researchers and practitioners to decompose hedge fund returns to a replicable beta component and an active alpha component.
This research redefines performance evaluation by employing ETFs as tradable proxies to
capture the intertemporal aspect of the information set. We select ETF risk factors with cluster analysis and LAR LASSO regression procedure, while simultaneously estimating the free coefficient, alpha. The methodology demonstrates substantial improvement in hedge fund performance attribution compared to the commonly used factor models. The benefits of successful return attribution include the improved knowledge of the contemporaneous information set, the ability to evaluate the skill of hedge fund managers through alpha, and the ability to make beta-driven investments without investing in hedge funds by forming betaweighted clone portfolios.
Figure 1: Number of ETFs, 1999-2012
Number of ETFs available, and number of ETFs used in LASSO regressions are reported. ETF data is collected from Morningstar. Comparisons of out-of-sample individual matching between hedge funds and beta-weighted factor clones for each model are reported. We consider each individual hedge fund's corresponding risk factors and weights determined through the previous two-year window regression and construct out-of-sample beta-weighted clones by loading the selected risk factors with regression determined weights. Panel A reports correlations between hedge fund returns and their beta-weighted clone returns based on one year out-of-sample data. Panel B reports adjusted R-squares from regressing out-of-sample returns of beta-weighted clones on returns of underlying hedge funds based on one year out-of-sample data. 
